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THE ISSUE: FORCING CONSUMERS TO CHOOSE BETWEEN PRIVACY AND INTERNET ACCESS

Share intimate details of your life with strangers, or be shut out of the Internet.

ISPs today are fast gaining the technical capacity to force consumers into this dilemma. That situation is bad for consumers, bad for the public interest, and getting worse as the technologies of tracking continue to improve.

Fortunately, the FCC’s decision to reclassify Internet access as a common carriage service under Title II of the Communications Act gives the Commission powerful new tools to protect the privacy of online life. Specifically, the FCC has a statutory mandate to shield the sensitive information that a common carrier learns about customers in the course of providing a telecommunications service. This information includes both personal information about customers, termed “proprietary information” under the law, and information about a customer’s use of the service that she has no choice but to provide in the course of receiving service, known as “Customer Proprietary Network Information” (CPNI). Providers covered by the statute have a general duty to protect all proprietary information, including CPNI. Additionally, before a covered provider can use CPNI for any purpose other than providing the service, it must obtain the customer’s consent.

Authorized by Section 222 of the Communications Act and first applied to telephone service, the FCC’s existing CPNI rules protect information including the numbers a customer texts or calls, for how long, and when. Phone companies can use that information to connect calls and calculate billing, but cannot share or use it for other purposes unless they get the customer’s permission. The FCC has also interpreted the provisions of Section 222 that require carriers to protect “proprietary information” to extend more broadly to "private information that customers have an interest in protecting from public exposure.” Although Section 222 has traditionally been applied to telephony, Congress designed the provision to be flexible.

With reclassification of broadband as a Title II service, Section 222 now applies to broadband Internet access service providers—a category that includes both wireline providers such as cable companies, and wireless service providers that offer mobile Internet services. As the Commission has long recognized, “[c]onsumers’ privacy needs are no less important when consumers communicate over and use broadband Internet access than when they rely on [telephone] services.”

The application of Section 222 privacy protections to ISPs is important and timely. Already, ISPs are developing and expanding ways to monetize their subscribers’ personal lives and daily habits by using subscriber information for lucrative non-service-related purposes. On the wireless side, at least one mobile broadband provider has used its unique control over Internet access to proactively inject persistent individual identifiers into outgoing mobile web traffic, which enables third-party firms to silently track subscribers’ patterns and habits.

From their position as gatekeepers to the Internet, ISPs have a uniquely detailed and comprehensive view of all of subscribers’ unencrypted online communications, personal habits, and daily lives. Subscribers have no choice but to share this information; to gain access to the Internet, they must connect through an ISP. By the nature of their role, ISPs can therefore build a comprehensive picture of users’ online activities, ranging across time, across different sites, services, and devices—from their streaming video habits on Netflix, to the frequency with which they request online banking services, to the times of day they are most active on Facebook and other websites.
In addition to the unique scope and insight they have into subscribers’ activities, ISPs also face little competition in the market for last mile consumer-facing broadband services. On the wireline side, more than 55 percent of Americans have just one option for service at speeds above 25 Mbps, the minimum necessary for today’s video-intensive applications.

Subscribers have slightly more carrier options on the wireless ISP side, with four major national wireless carriers and a small number of mobile network resellers (MVNOs) that lease capacity from existing wireless carrier infrastructure. However, even the MVNOs may be subject to the tracking systems now being rolled out by those four major wireless ISPs.

Moreover, wireless service has inherent bandwidth constraints that make it a far from ideal substitute for wireline service.

Technological trends that point toward ever more data-intensive services will only widen the opportunity and productivity gaps between those consumers who enjoy truly broadband wireline service and those who must make do exclusively with the more limited speeds and data caps imposed by wireless ISPs. One consequence of this lack of consumer choice is that subscribers who object to their ISP’s data privacy policy have few alternatives for connecting to the Internet. In order to participate in the free exchange of information, ideas, and services, consumers have no choice but to entrust every aspect of their online interactions to their Internet service providers.

Section 222 recognizes the special nature of the relationship a subscriber has with a common carriage telecommunications service. Subscribers have no choice but to share the minute details of their daily communications to a carrier because doing so is necessary in order to communicate. Carriers must protect that information. And if a carrier wants to use CPNI for a different purpose, or wants to share it with a third party, the carrier must obtain the customer’s affirmative consent. These obligations ensure that subscribers can rely on confidentiality for their personal information, and do not have to sacrifice privacy in order to use the service.

By creating strong privacy rules for broadband Internet service, the FCC can protect the public interest and ensure baseline privacy protections for every Internet user. Such rules can ensure that users, and not service providers, will decide what happens to their personal information online.

**WHAT CAN INTERNET PROVIDERS AND THEIR PARTNERS LEARN ABOUT SUBSCRIBERS?**

Because of their special role handling all of a user’s Internet traffic, ISPs have a uniquely detailed and comprehensive perspective on the activities of their subscribers. Unlike individual IP-based services and applications, ISPs are able to collect a constant stream of information across multiple devices and multiple platforms. Even when subscribers shut off a device or program, ISPs can place that silence in the context of the subscriber’s historical daily usage patterns. At a technical level, ISPs have a wide range of ways to gather and compile an extremely detailed profile about each subscriber.

---

**Content of All Unencrypted Internet Traffic**

Each time a user accesses a website or uses an Internet application (such as sending email using Outlook), the user’s computer makes one or more connections to servers across the Internet. Because each connection must travel through the user’s ISP, the ISP has the opportunity to monitor all the information that travels across that connection.

Some of these connections are encrypted, and some are not. When a connection is encrypted, the information being sent is scrambled just before leaving the user’s computer, and unscrambled as soon as
it reaches the server. (Similarly, on the return path, the server scrambles information before sending, and the user’s computer unscrambles upon receipt.) In between, the ISP can only see the scrambled information.

Whether a particular connection is encrypted depends largely on how individual servers are configured. Some servers require the use of encryption. In other cases, encryption may be an option, or may be completely unavailable, forcing users to either connect insecurely or not at all. Rarely do users actively decide whether a connection is encrypted or not; that decision is usually made by the user’s computer and the server, automatically, whenever a connection is initiated.

**Most of today’s Internet traffic travels through ISPs unencrypted.** Whenever a connection is unencrypted, the information that travels across that connection is exposed to the ISP. This means that ISPs have the technical capacity to learn about the articles that users read online, the videos that they watch, and the products they shop for. As of April 2015, an estimated 65 percent of all downstream Internet traffic in North America remained unencrypted.

In some circumstances, even the content of the private chats and e-mails that users send to their family and friends are exposed to their ISP. Many e-mail applications make unencrypted connections to mail servers, allowing every piece of mail that is sent or received by the user to be intercepted and read by the ISP. This empowers the ISP to observe sensitive personal and business information about their subscribers and their subscribers’ contacts.

An ISP could even gain a subscriber’s login credentials to a website or service. On some websites, the login process sends a username and password to the server without using encryption. If an ISP is routinely storing or analyzing subscribers’ traffic, the subscriber’s login credentials could be swept up during those activities. Even if the subscriber logs in using an encrypted connection, some websites do not encrypt subsequent connections, which means that the cookies that allow the user to remain logged in would be exposed to the user’s ISP. If those cookies are swept up, they could be used to log in and impersonate the user.

It is often difficult or impossible for users to tell whether a particular connection is encrypted or not. The most familiar indication to most users is the lock icon in their web browser’s URL bar. But for many other applications—including mobile applications and Internet-enabled appliances—no similar signal may be available for the user.

**Destination Information for All Internet Traffic**

Driven in part by the Snowden disclosures, Internet websites and services are increasingly implementing and requiring the use of encrypted connections. But even as more connections are encrypted in the future, ISPs will still be able to track in detail the websites and services their subscribers access.

The domain name system (DNS) is an integral part of today’s Internet. The purpose of DNS is to translate human-readable domain names (such as plannedparenthood.org) into an IP address (such as 66.151.111.232 — the destination address for Planned Parenthood’s web server). In order to visit plannedparenthood.org, the user’s computer must first connect to a DNS server and ask for the destination site’s current IP address.

**Driven in part by the Snowden disclosures, Internet websites and services are increasingly implementing and requiring the use of encrypted connections. But even if more connections are encrypted in the future, ISPs will still be able to track in detail the websites and services their subscribers access.**

ISP frequently own and operate the DNS servers that their subscribers use. By default, when a user’s computer connects to an ISP’s network, the network automatically configures the computer to use the ISP-owned DNS server. By monitoring the requests that their DNS servers receive, ISPs can easily build a
comprehensive list of every domain name that each subscriber looks up — which is equivalent to knowing every website and service that the subscriber visits or uses.

Domain names, of course, can expose intimate details about the subscriber’s health (plannedparenthood.org), finances (acecashexpress.com, particularly if accessed before each payday), political views (joinnra.nra.org), and many other sensitive attributes. A subscriber’s history of domain name lookups could also be used to more accurately predict certain attributes about a subscriber like gender, age, race, income range, and employment status. Without appropriate regulatory safeguards for broadband traffic data such as DNS queries, these inferences could be made available on the open market, without specific notice or affirmative consent from the subscribers whose lives are being examined.

**User Connection Patterns: Frequency, Timing, and Location of Connections**

Under typical circumstances, an ISP will see each site a user visits, and when and for how long. This information can reveal the times of day when a subscriber habitually goes online, and can be used to detect whether there has been a sudden shift in a subscriber’s behavior. Such a shift could indicate that a major life event has occurred, e.g., that the subscriber likely just had a child, or likely lost her job. Such major events could be inferred from the frequency and timing of a subscriber’s Internet use, particularly when combined with other information available to ISPs.

For a wireless subscriber, the ISP could also continuously track her location information. Cell phones repeatedly send signals to nearby cell towers, allowing service providers to approximate location. By combining information from multiple towers, a wireless ISP can track a subscriber’s movements throughout each day, often to within a city block in many urban environments.

Because of the revealing nature of location information, a wireless ISP subscriber can typically control when, and with which apps, to share her location. It is also possible to turn off all location services using the location settings on the phone. But such settings do not impact an ISP’s access to location information: phones will continuously send signals to cell towers in order to receive mobile service, regardless of the user’s location preferences. Without clear privacy rules, an ISP might elect to sell subscribers’ location histories without appropriate notice or consent. If wireless ISPs were to gather and sell location histories absent meaningful notice and consent, then the feeling of control created by a phone’s location privacy settings could be reduced to a comforting illusion.

**HOW CAN THIS INFORMATION BE ABUSED?**

On its own or in combination with other consumer data, the information that Internet subscribers have no choice but to share with their ISPs could be abused. Some ISPs could elect to funnel subscriber data into a data brokerage marketplace, where the data would find its way to the firms most able to combine, analyze, and extract value from it. Some ISPs will use customers’ information to inform their own behavioral advertising efforts.23 ISPs that wish to extract more value from user data could partner with analysis firms to gain greater insight into subscribers’ lives. Without clear and comprehensive privacy rules governing appropriate uses of the detailed data subscribers share with their ISPs, ISPs, their partners, or downstream data purchasers could use subscriber information for a number of troubling non-service-related purposes.

**Targeting the Newly Unemployed**

Wireline ISPs know when the subscriber uses the web from a particular physical location, and where the subscriber goes online. If a home connection, normally dormant during business hours, suddenly starts seeing significant mid-day use during the week, and some of those requests are going to job search sites, the information could allow the ISP (or a third
party analytics partner) to infer that the subscriber has lost a job. That information could be sold to predatory financial vendors or other troubling actors—a chain of events whose root cause would never be visible to the subscriber herself. Thanks to their unique position as access providers, ISPs can detect even subtle changes to a subscriber’s daily use habits.24

Sharing Information About Personal Health Conditions

A cluster of subscriber visits to a doctor’s website or to a prescription refill page could allow the ISP or a data broker partner to infer that the subscriber or someone close to the subscriber has been diagnosed with a new medical condition, such as a heart condition, depression, or another personal health condition. In a worst case scenario, ISPs could sell this package of information and inferences to healthcare companies or to potential employers, all without authorization from the subscriber herself.

Gathering Information from the Internet of Things

With the rise of the Internet of Things, the information about everyday habits that subscribers share with ISPs will continue to grow. Traditional home appliances and parts—from thermostats to televisions to door locks—are already “smart.” Cars are now commonly Internet-equipped. New personal health devices like step and sleep trackers, and newly improved devices like pacemakers, now send and receive health data over the Internet.

In the same way that ISPs could monitor a subscriber’s unencrypted web browsing behavior, or make inferences based on specific Internet usage patterns, ISPs that elect to monitor their subscribers’ traffic will gain profound new abilities to monitor subscribers even when they are not actively using their desktops or mobile phones. Unlike any other actor in the Internet landscape, ISPs are positioned to see the Internet traffic generated by all of these devices—a stream of data that offers detailed insight into users’ daily lives.

Increasing the Cost of Doing Business on the Internet

ISPs’ role as Internet gatekeepers also enables them to obtain intimate insight into the otherwise confidential details of other companies’ dealings with their customers, including companies that compete directly with the ISP and its affiliates in other markets. For example, AT&T, which markets its own version of a home security system, could use its position as an ISP to surveil private business communications that pass between its subscribers and a home security company that competes with AT&T in that market.25 It might elect, for example, to track which users seek technical support on the competitor’s site, and extend special offers to those users. Such behavior—which is technically feasible—could gravely undermine the Internet’s effectiveness as an open engine of commerce. It also runs counter to the basic expectations that Congress, businesses, and consumers have of common carriers entrusted with maintaining the key communications infrastructure of the 21st century.

What Would Consumer-Friendly Privacy Rules for Broadband Say?

Strong privacy rules will help to maximize consumers’ trust in ISPs—trust that is crucial for free and open speech to flourish on the Internet. There are already rules implementing Section 222 on the books for phone carriers, and the FCC has committed to promulgating new rules for ISPs. Done right, new privacy rules will provide the baseline privacy protections subscribers need to retain meaningful control over intimate details about their personal lives and individual habits. ISPs are free to offer even more privacy protections. In the meantime, certain baseline protections should be provided to all subscribers, ensuring that subscribers are not routinely required to give up control over their personal information as a condition of going online.
Start with an Inclusive Definition of CPNI

A clear and inclusive definition of CPNI is the starting point for a robust modern regime of consumer privacy protections. At a minimum, the FCC’s new privacy rules for broadband should be at least as protective of consumer information as the FCC’s CPNI rules for traditional telephone services. This means that the FCC should include within the definition of broadband CPNI those categories of Internet subscriber information that fit squarely within the statutory definition of CPNI, including, for example, subscriber location information, sites visited, specification of connected devices, and time, amount, and type of Internet traffic. Moreover, the FCC should also take into account the significant new risks to consumers in the broadband context, and expand the definition of CPNI where appropriate. In addition, the FCC should adopt rules formalizing the definition of “proprietary information” as interpreted in the recent enforcement action against TerraCom and YourTel.

Require “Opt-In” Subscriber Consent for Non-Service-Related Uses of CPNI

The FCC should preserve subscribers’ control over their own information. An “opt-in” consent disclosure regime allows subscribers to decide who should get access to the uniquely intimate and comprehensive constellation of personal information visible to their ISP, and what that information can be used for. In order for subscriber control to be meaningful, ISPs must provide their subscribers with accurate and reasonably specific descriptions of the nature of the information to be disclosed, the purpose for which their information will be used, and the identity of the third party to whom the disclosures will be made. An opt-in disclosure regime will enable subscribers to have a say in third-party access to their personal information, while providing a mechanism for ISPs to market some of their collected data.

Require ISPs to Disclose CPNI to Subscribers

In order for subscribers to make informed opt-in decisions, they need to have the ability to access all of the proprietary information and CPNI that their ISP collects about them. As explained above, ISPs can collect and extract extremely detailed and sensitive information about a subscriber’s private life, and it may come as a surprise to many subscribers that their ISP is in possession of such information. Subscribers cannot make well-informed decisions about their personal information unless they are fully aware of exactly what that information contains. In order for an opt-in regime to protect subscribers, it must be paired with a subscriber’s right to access her own CPNI from her ISP. The FCC already has the authority to promulgate such rules under section 222(c)(2), which requires every telecommunications carrier “to disclose customer proprietary network information, upon affirmative written request by the customer, to any person designated by the customer.”

Include Baseline Requirements for Data Security and Breach Notification

Subscribers have a right to know when their ISP has failed to protect their personal information, and to demand timely remedial action from their carrier. The FCC should implement data security and breach notification requirements for ISPs similar to the FCC’s existing procedures for telephone carriers. A data breach notification requirement will protect consumers by letting them know when their personal information has been compromised. These requirements promote transparency and encourage ISPs to proactively secure subscriber information against increasingly sophisticated outside attacks.

Include a Clear Process for Consumer Complaints

Subscribers need access to a formal complaint process for addressing ISP violations of law. The FCC has successfully administered a complaint process for consumers in the context of other telecommunications carrier services, including wireline and wireless telephony. A similar process for wireline and wireless broadband ISP subscribers would aid the Commission in more effectively addressing violations. Without a formal complaint process, individual subscribers would have few means of obtaining proper redress. A formal, well-administered consumer complaint process would also enable the FCC to deploy its enforcement resources more effectively to address the most egregious violations.
Bar ISPs from Charging Subscribers a Premium for Baseline Privacy Protections

These suggested privacy protections define a baseline that should be made available to all Internet subscribers, regardless of their income and socioeconomic status. The threat of ISPs charging a privacy premium is not theoretical—AT&T has already experimented with this model. The FCC should bar ISPs from charging their subscribers a premium for these baseline protections. Without such a prohibition, the basic privacy protections designed to foster the Internet as a forum for free and open speech could become less available to the economically disadvantaged. Wealth-based disparities in communications freedom could in turn reinforce the social and political disadvantages that already challenge the poor.

CONCLUSION

Internet Service Providers are different. They are different from other online players like Apple, Facebook, or Google, both because of their unique role as Internet gatekeepers and because of the nature of the market for consumer-facing last mile Internet service. Their umbrella-like ability to capture individual interactions over the Internet and all aspects of an individual subscriber’s daily use patterns is notable. And unlike other actors in the Internet ecosystem, wireline and wireless ISPs are always able to connect individual Internet use patterns to a subscriber’s real name, address, phone number, and billing history.32

With its rulemaking authority, the FCC should set privacy baselines that help to define the minimum standards that Americans can expect from their ISPs. In the long run, the adoption of these basic rules will encourage more Americans to engage in the modern Internet by offering subscribers control over the personal data that they have no choice but to reveal to their common carriers. A clear regulatory framework will ensure that the Internet continues to grow as the essential communications network millions of Americans already recognize it to be—a network where free and open speech flourishes.
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